
MMYBL Recreation League Rules

General: Games will follow NFHS rules for inbounds, scoring, travels, fouls, and change of
possession at quarters, jump balls (except Grades 1-2, possession arrow not in effect).
All Players will get equal playing time.

Rule Grade 1-2 Grade 3-4 Grade 5-6

Hoop Height 81/2ft-9ft 10ft 10ft

Game Ball Size 27.5 28.5 28.5

Game Type 5v5 or 3v3 full court
(Suggested 3v3 to max
reps)

5v5 full-court
(4v4 if low numbers)

5v5 full-court
(4v4 if low numbers)

Time of Game -2 x 10min halves (running
time) with 5 min Half-Time

-Games Start at Bottom of
the Hour

-4x8 min quarters
(running time) with 5 min
half time.

-Games start at 10 mins
after the top of the
hour-sharp

-4x6 min quarters
(stop time) with 5 min half
time.
2x 1 min time outs/half

Scoring -No Score Kept -Score kept/erased/reset
at each quarter

-Score Kept for a full
game

Substitution -Mandatory Subs at 5 Min
mark of each half.

-Suggested to sub every
2-3 Mins

Mandatory Subs at 4 min
mark of each quarter.

Can sub at a stoppage of
play-must ‘check in’

-Must report to the scorers
table
- No mass matching up on
subs

Traveling -No more than 2 steps
then player MUST
Freeze-Coach explains
Violation

Called-Enforced Called-Enforced

Double Dribble -Called-Violation
explained and the team
keeps possession and
in-bounds

Called-enforced Called-Enforced

Fouls -no foul outs
Turnover of possession
on a foul.
- emphasis on
hard/blatant contact
fouls

-no foul outs
Turnover of possession
on a foul.
- emphasis on
hard/blatant contact
fouls

-Full NFHS Rules

-5 personal fouls

7 team foul bonus, 10
double bonus

Foul shots foul shots on shooting
fouls only

foul shots on shooting
fouls only

Called per NFHS rules



MMYBL Recreation League Rules

Defense Man to man inside
3pt arc

Man to man w pickup
3/4 court (above 3pt
line)

Man to man w pickup ½
court

Rule Grade 1-2 Grade 3-4 Grade 5-6

Backcourt Violation Called/Enforced Called/Enforced Called/Enforced

General Game Play
Notes

The focus is on
building key
fundamentals and
teaching the game.

3v3 is preferred if
possible so that kids
get max reps and
don’t ‘hide in the
herd’ of 5v5.

Defense is focused
on playing with feet
and denying space vs
‘steal/grab ball’

The offense should
stress
pass/catch/dribble
and spacing and
movement

Coaches will
ref/instruct game

Travels and double
dribbles
called-period. We
are seeing systematic
issues with kids at
older levels of play
because we have
been lax on this.

Defense is focused
on playing with feet
and denying space
and using hands to
deflect passes, poke
lose balls, and deny
easy shots

The offense is 5-out
based on spread
floor. Focus is on
passing to move the
ball and
cutting/moving to the
ball and open space.

Coaches should not
waste practice time
by running set
offenses.

Defense is focused
on playing with feet
and closing out on
players individually.
Teams defense is
focused on man-man
help/recover

No ZONES

The offense should
be simple continuity
focused getting
players spread out,
cutting and screening
on and off-ball. The
focus is on passing to
move the ball vs
dribbling/iso and
cutting/moving to the
ball and open space.

Run one simple
offense with maybe
one specialized
look/play. Time is
limited and the focus
should be on building
fundamentals of team
play and
communication.


